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Abstract

EBI is a further education establishment which provides education in applied industrial biology at level of MSc engineering degree. Fluid mechanics at EBI was considered by students as difficult who seemed somewhat unmotivated. In order to motivate them, we applied a new play-based pedagogy. Students were asked to draw inspiration from everyday life situations to find applications of fluid mechanics and to do experiments to verify and validate some theoretical results obtained in course. In this paper, we present an innovative teaching/learning pedagogy which includes the concept of learning through play and its implications in fluid mechanics for engineering. Examples of atypical experiments in fluid mechanics made by students are presented. Based on teaching evaluation by students, it is possible to know how students feel the course. The effectiveness of this approach to motivate students is presented through an analysis of students’ teaching assessment. Learning through play proved a great success in fluid mechanics where course evaluations increased substantially. Fluid mechanics has been progressively perceived as interesting, useful, pleasant and easy to assimilate. It is shown that this pedagogy which includes educational gaming presents benefits for students. These experiments seem therefore to be a very effective tool for improving teaching/learning activities in higher education.
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1. Introduction

Teaching science and technology has been often related to experiments conducted to confirm or disprove a theory. If the path travelled by the scientists is marked by different experiments, the fact is that the idea of experience is rooted in our educational practices to become one of the top concerns of those seeking to understand or to solve a problem. Universities, institutes and education in general today are based on technical education that prepares students for the expected responsibilities. EBI, which provides education for engineers in applied industrial biology, listed its efforts in this process that commits teachers and students by giving everyone a role to play.

EBI provides a 5 years MSc Diploma course to train students to work as engineers in the field of pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, food engineering, environment, and others [1]. In the undergraduate cycle, students learn mathematics, physics, biology and chemistry. Among the courses of physics, “fluid mechanics” [2,3] in 2nd year was considered by students as difficult and they seemed somewhat unmotivated. In order to encourage them to show more interest to this course, a new pedagogy based on atypical experiments was tested on students of year “P17”. Students were asked to draw inspiration from everyday life situations to find applications of course and to do atypical experiments to verify and validate some theoretical results.

To assess the relevance of this new pedagogy, we will analyze course evaluations by students of “P17” and we will compare them with those of three other years (two before the new pedagogy and one after). The following study focuses on students of four years: “P15” (2005/2006), “P16” (2006/2007), “P17” (2007/2008) and “P18” (2008/2009).
2. Methodology

Our methodology is based on the goals of our institute which aims to provide industry with practical engineers. The education is based on the abilities of the teacher to put into practice the program and give students the opportunity to become more involved. The relationship between teacher and learners determine the learning process to a large part. By empowering the student to enable him to become the cornerstone of the act of learning, the teacher performs half the way of the learning process. Our methodology is therefore based on the idea of motivating students with a play-based pedagogy through atypical experiments to verify and validate some theoretical results found in course by referring to daily life situations.

2.1. Example of atypical experiments in fluid mechanics

As examples of atypical experiments in fluid mechanics made by students of “P17”, we present experiments of emptying jerry cans. These experiments of emptying jerry cans were made by three students: Lucie Clavel, Maëla Drouin, and Laure-Anne Gillon. Their work was presented in a report [4] with: Goal of experiments, Material and Method, Experiments and Results, and Conclusions.

2.1.1. Presentation of the experiments

The students began by identifying the required material for these experiments, namely: two plastic jerry cans one blue non-transparent of 35 liters and a second white transparent of 20 liters, two plugs of 1 cm diameter, a stopwatch, a meter, a scales of 100g precision and a spirit level (figure 1). They chose to work with water for a practical purpose: its accessibility and physical properties as density.

They made holes of 1cm diameter in the jerry cans to allow a slow flow, easy to measure with a stopwatch, hence a more accurate measured emptying time. The holes were placed in the bottom part of jerry cans in order to allow an adequate visualization of the flow (figure 1). They were also made to obtain a contraction coefficient \(C_c\) equal to 0.61. When discharging, the jerry cans were placed on a coffee table, which horizontality was controlled with a spirit level. Thus, the height of water level measured in the jerry cans is uniform.

Before beginning the experiments, the jerry cans filled with water were weighed to determine the mass of water passed by subtracting the mass of the jerry can at the end of emptying.

2.1.2. Experiments and results

By applying the Bernoulli equation from the water surface to the orifice, the flow is obtained as

\[
Q = \sqrt{\frac{2gh}{\left(\frac{1}{C_c^2s^2} - \frac{1}{S^2}\right)}}
\]  

In this equation, \(g\) is the gravity acceleration, \(h\) level of water, \(S\) the horizontal surface of jerry can, \(s\) the surface of hole and \(C_c\), the contraction coefficient.

The emptying time is given by [2]

\[
T = \frac{2\sqrt{h}}{K}
\]  

Where: 
\[
K = \frac{1}{S} \sqrt{\frac{2g}{\left(\frac{1}{C_c^2s^2} - \frac{1}{S^2}\right)}}
\]

For example for the blue jerry can:

\(h = 37\ \text{cm}\)

\(C_c = 0.61\)

\(s = \pi r^2 = 0.785 \text{ cm}^2\)
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S = l * L = 837 cm$^2$

And the initial flow $Q = 0.00013$ m$^3$/s = 0.13 l/s

They find $K = 0.0025$ m$^{0.5}$ s$^{-1}$ and therefore the theoretical emptying time is $T_{\text{theoretical}} = 486.6$ s = 8 min 7 s.

The experimental emptying time is $T_{\text{experimental}} = 8$ min 40 s.

Figure 1: Example of atypical experiments in fluid mechanics: emptying jerry cans, preparation of experiments.

The students found that the theoretical emptying time is lower than the experimental one. Since the result found in course was for a perfect or ideal fluid ($\mu=0$), they explained the difference between theoretical and experimental results by the fact that they neglected the viscosity $\mu$ of water in the theoretical time (assumed equal to 0). They concluded that the viscosity of water ($\mu \neq 0$) will increase the value of the theoretical emptying time and will allow therefore a more accurate value.
2.2. Teaching evaluation by students

The impact of our new pedagogy could be assessed from teaching or course evaluation. These evaluations could be considered as a useful tool in order to improve the exchange between teacher and students. Different studies have been conducted on the effectiveness of this tool and its relevance or not [5-8].

Course evaluations by students are performed at EBI on the website of studies.

Process of teaching evaluations by students:
In order to start the online teaching evaluations, students need first to select the course and the year. The evaluation includes two parts (figure 3):

- The first consists on evaluating on a scale of 4: (1) average, (2) satisfactory, (3) good, (4) very good; the following criteria: organization, required work, clarity of explanations, pedagogy used, interactivity, implication of students, controls.

- The second consists on answering two questions related to principal forces and issues to be improved. It is also possible to write additional comments and observations.
3. Main results and assessment of experience impact on student’s learning

3.1. Analysis of teaching evaluation

Figure (4) presents an example of teaching evaluation for fluid mechanics by students of year “P17” [9].
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This figure presents the total number of students 122, the number of students who participated in the teaching evaluation 58 and the percentage of participation 47.54%. The different criteria are evaluated on a scale of 4, the average of each criterion is indicated: organization (3.29/4), required work (3.09/4), clarity of explanations (3.47/4), used pedagogy (3.41/4), interactivity (3.28/4), implication of students (2.97/4), controls (3.34/4). The global average of the evaluation is indicated at the bottom 3.26. It shows also three indices respectively: excellence index (40.15%), performance index (87.44%) and satisfaction index (98.77%). The satisfaction index indicates the percentage of students who evaluated all the criteria at least 2/4. The performance index indicates the percentage of students who evaluated all the criteria at least 3/4. The excellence index indicates the percentage of students who evaluated all the criteria 4/4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>course</th>
<th>PHY215P- fluid mechanics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>year</td>
<td>2008-02-01 session n° 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teacher</td>
<td>ABSI Rafik</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>total number of students</th>
<th>122</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>number of student who participated in the evaluation</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>percentage of participation</td>
<td>47.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>excellence index (% of very good)</td>
<td>40.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>performance index (% of very good + good)</td>
<td>87.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satisfaction index (% of very good + good + satisfactory)</td>
<td>98.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organization</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>required work</td>
<td>3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clarity of explanations</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>used pedagogy</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interactivity</td>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implication of student</td>
<td>2.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>controls</td>
<td>3.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>global average</td>
<td>3.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Sample of teaching evaluation of fluid mechanics course by P17 students.

Figure (5) presents the average of the different criteria for students of four years (P15 to P18). This figure allows observing a peak for students of year P17 who were concerned by the new pedagogy based on atypical experiments. This peak indicates that all criteria have maximum values and therefore that the teaching was considered as the best on the basis of the evaluation of the different criteria namely: organization, required work, clarity of explanations, pedagogy used, interactivity, implication of students and controls.
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It is important to note that the number of students who participated in the teaching evaluation has decreased from year P15 to P18 (figure 6). This should have a significant effect on the evaluation results and their analysis.

Figure 5: Evolution of different criteria for each year (from P15 to P18)

Figure 6: Percentage of students' participation to teaching evaluation (from P15 to P18).
3.2. Semantic analysis of comments and observations

The students’ comments were analyzed. We identified the different “words” hereafter called “quotations”, which were written by students in their comments and observations. These quotations have been grouped by semantic fields and groups (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students →</th>
<th>P18</th>
<th>P17</th>
<th>P16</th>
<th>P15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semantic Groups ↓</td>
<td>Semantic fields ↓ n</td>
<td>n/N ; N=39</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n/N ; N=58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) (+)</td>
<td>Amiability</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0,1538</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Passionate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,0512</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Listening</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,0512</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-)</td>
<td>Authority</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delay</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) (+)</td>
<td>Experiments, lab work, project</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0,1025</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clarity</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0,1025</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interactivity</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,0512</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Explanations</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0,1282</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Demonstrations</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recalls</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,0256</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0,0769</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PowerPoint</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(-)</td>
<td>Repetitions</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level difference</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0,0769</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: semantic analysis of students’ comments and observations

Semantic groups: (1) Human qualities, (2) Pedagogy; (+) forces, (-) issues to be improved.

Table (1) presents the occurrence which is the number of quotations “n” associated to each field by year. In order to take into account the effect of the number of students who participate in the course evaluation “N”, we divided “n” by “N”.

Figure (7.a) presents the number of quotations “n” related to each field by year. Figure (7.b) shows the effect of number of responses or number of students who participate in the teaching evaluation “N”. The parameter “n/N” for year P17 (solid line) is above the other lines (three other years) for criteria “experience”, “clarity” and “interactivity”. However, we notice that the criteria “concrete” decreases for P17, while atypical experiments should raise this criterion. We can explain this by the fact that students are not obliged to write comments and therefore some students found enough to rate each specified criterion (on scale of 4). There is some redundancy between the quantitative evaluations related to the specified criteria and free comments.
Figure 7: (a) Number of quotations «n» related to each semantic field by year. (b) Effect of the number of students who participated in the teaching evaluation «N», n/N VS semantic fields.
3.3. Impact on students’ learning

Students’ participation in improving teaching through atypical experiments and course assessment gives teaching a new dimension. By this free participation in these experiments, the student discovers the value of effort and no longer hesitates to ask questions or seek solutions to encountered problems. Thus learning is no longer a mere reproduction of abstract knowledge or non-practical applications but an anchorage in the environment.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented an innovative teaching/learning pedagogy based on the concept of atypical experiments and its implications in teaching fluid mechanics. This new pedagogy was tested at EBI on students of year “P17”. Students of “P17” were asked to draw inspiration from everyday life situations to find applications of course and to do experiments to verify and validate some theoretical results. The experiment of emptying of jerry cans is presented as an example of these atypical experiments. The impact of this innovative pedagogy has been evaluated from online teaching assessment made by students. We analyzed the course evaluations by students of “P17” and we compared them with those of three other years (two before the application of the new pedagogy and one after). The teaching evaluation concerns: (1) a first part which consists on assessing on a scale of 4 the criteria: organization, required work, clarity of explanations, pedagogy used, interactivity, implication of students and controls; (2) a second part which consists on two questions related to main forces and issues to be improved and free comments and observations.

The analysis of teaching assessment shows for part 1 (assessment of criteria on a scale of 4 for years P15 to P18) a peak in all criteria for students of year P17, which was concerned by the application of the new pedagogy based on atypical experiments. This result is very interesting and shows the efficiency of this approach to motivate students. In addition to the quantitative analysis, we analyzed comments and observations of students (part 2 in the teaching assessment). We identified first the main “words” called “quotations” which were grouped into semantic field and groups. We compared first the occurrence which is the number of quotations “n” related to each field for a given year. However, in order to account for “N” the number of students who took part in the teaching assessment, we introduced the parameter “n/N”. The parameter “n/N” for year P17 is above the three other years for criteria “experience”, “clarity” and “interactivity”.

Learning through play proved a great success in fluid mechanics which has been progressively perceived as interesting, useful, pleasant and easy to assimilate. We showed that this pedagogy which includes educational gaming presents benefits for students. These experiments seem therefore to be an effective tool for improving teaching/learning activities in higher education.

We can deduce from this study that trust acquires in the cooperation and learning is based on both knowledge and students involvement. In this exchange, the teacher learns as much as student, because in teaching him to remain curious, he reinforces his skills to seek solutions to encountered problems.
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